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ORIGINS OF A NEW PARADIGM
& WHEN ONTARIO INFORMATION and Privacy
Commissioner, Dr. Ann Cavoukian first proselytized the concept of “Privacy by Design (PbD)”
in the mid-1990s it was as much a siren call to
the IT industry as it was a tacit admission of the
limits of her own enforcement power as a data
protection authority (DPA). While not explicitly
stating so, PbD was essentially implying that
even the most comprehensive law, the most rigorous regulation, cannot possibly remedy every
privacy concern. Certainly not across every single, business, technology, and social environment that she was tasked to oversee during her
triple-term tenure (1997 to 2014) as information
and privacy commissioner of Ontario.
The core assumption in PbD was as logical as
it was revolutionary: the challenges of privacy
are so complex that it is simply too much to ask
of legislation alone to mitigate; or to expect that
the procedural nature of regulation could
address all of these fast-evolving challenges.
What’s more, genuine privacy protection should
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be a collaborative exercise, an effort among
many: for the doers as much as the overseers;
and not become the burden of a singular instrument such as law or the responsibility of a lone
entity such as a regulator; nor, based upon the
rather bold assumption that consumers themselves are “privacy literate” enough to manage
their own protections through direct action.
This notion of a more thoughtful, deliberative, and collaborative undertaking is a quintessentially Canadian approach to policy making;
something that European regulators would find
anathema —if not offensive— to their consumercentric vision of data protection where “the data
subject” (the end user/consumer/individual)
rules the process.
American policy makers would consider
Canada’s approach too restrictive to their free
market system where Silicon Valley innovation
largely fuels the entire economy. California’s
gross economic output of US$3 trillion ranks it
fifth in the entire world, ahead of Germany, the
top European economy. California’s population
alone (39.5MM) exceeds Canada’s total population of 37 million. American policy makers would
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not only find such an approach as PbD invasive
but they would insist (albeit with some historic
validity) that they themselves developed the
concept first!
Indeed, the development of PbD in 1995 is
intriguingly coincidental with the work of
another, the computer scientist, Dr. Kim
Cameron. A longtime Microsoft engineer, leader
of the company’s legendary, US-based identity
management lab and the author of the seminal
“laws of identity,” Dr. Cameron’s practice principles defined user-centric computer science
beginning in the early 1990s. He retired in 2011
as a Microsoft Distinguished Engineer and Chief
Architect of Identity, some might argue, a status
he could rightly claim for the entire world not
just for a single company such as Microsoft.
But it is a distraction to quarrel over who
developed PbD originally. Because Microsoft
seemed uninterested in broadly promoting PbD;
or, even promoting such work outside of Microsoft’s own identity lab where they could channel
it more directly, exclusively (and profitably) into
their own products.
Dr. Cavoukian’s skill was less ideation (creating the concept) and more evangelism (promoting the concept): she was less interested in
outright ownership of PbD and more excited
about spreading the approach far and wide for
every IT engineer to adopt. That’s why her name
is more overtly synonymous today with the concept of PbD than that of Dr. Cameron, as distinguished an innovator as he was and still is. For
her part, Dr. Cavoukian continues to evangelize
PbD in her capacity as Founder of the Global Privacy and Security by Design Centre in Toronto.

NO TIME LIKE THE PRESENT
This evangelism has paid impressive dividends. After Cavoukian’s office (OIPC) first published first published “Privacy by Design:
Essential for Organizational Accountability and
Strong Business Practices” in 2009, the DPAs of
the world endorsed PbD at their next annual
gathering, the International Conference of Data
Protection and Privacy Commissioners held in
Jerusalem in June, 2010. Even more impressive,
the European Commission and Parliament —in
addition to all 28 EU member states— codified
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PbD as a requirement within the landmark European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
which went into force in May, 2018.
Today’s environment could not be more ripe
for PbD. Information technology (AI in particular), Internet content, digital media, and cloudbased services all define data-driven innovation.
And the “digital transformation” that every leading business consultancy espouses so enthusiastically has only heightened the expectations not
just of technology clients but of more traditional
companies that are not in the “data business” at
all. Now, these companies are impulsively, if
somewhat reluctantly, examining their “data”
and “data value” as core assets even if these
were never before part of their product or service portfolio.
If you collect consumer data as an input to
your product, not just as a feature or core component, but as a basis for understanding who
your customer is, you have essentially become a
data-driven business. In this sense, every business today is a data-driven business.
Data-driven businesses have also become the
target of —if not the source for—the vast majority of public anxieties over corporate privacy
practices. High-profile breach incidents such as
Facebook/Cambridge Analytica in 2015 and Equifax in 2018 further exacerbated the public anxiety already building across North America (and
beyond) that companies are not sufficiently protecting consumer data.
It is precisely because today’s environment is
so data-driven that PbD has become especially
relevant and urgently needed. More so even
than at the time of PbD’s conceptualization
(1995) or its regulatory embrace (2009). So much
more that PbD itself now begs for an even
broader context. Yes, in the most ironic twist,
PbD now finds itself as the entity with the undue
burden: it needs other efforts to bolster the privacy protection it was created to help address.

MOVING FROM PbD TO PRIVACY IS
CULTURE (PiC)
Fortunately, the remedy for PbD’s undue burden is quite simple in concept if intimidating in
scale. The remedy is a broadening of the definition of privacy itself.
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Most commonly-held, public concepts of privacy center around the notion of personal/individual/human rights with respect to information
protection as well as the laws and regulations
applied to organizations in a “top-down” enforcement of these rights. This dynamic is perceived
as either incident-driven (for example, consumer
notification laws in response to a plethora of corporate and government data breaches); or,
consumer-driven (a response by policy makers
to public pressure and/or an increased, albeit
generalized, sense of anxiety from voting
constituencies).
These notions of privacy are not per se inaccurate or disingenuous but rather are incomplete and oddly inverted. In fact, privacy is a
“ground-up” dynamic (not “top-down”). It can
and often does derive from incidents or anxieties. But the origins of these anxieties emanate
from something much deeper: something that
goes to the very roots of a civilization; to the
core of a national or regional society and of cultural identity itself.
Privacy is the collective expression of an
entire community, nation, and/or region on a single issue. It is the logical, sequential (and oftentimes predictable) product of an extended
history of social, economic, and political factors.
These factors determine not just how people
view personal information and its protection but
how they see their lives, businesses, economies,
and societies as a whole relative to information
protection (and how information protection is
managed relative to these factors). Privacy is a
vision of how information should be handled in
a manner that is culturally consistent. Privacy is
culture!
If real privacy protection is to succeed then it
must be culturally authentic. It must address the
underlying social concerns of information abuse
and data negligence as these offenses are defined
by the society; not as defined by others on behalf
of the society; nor as exerted by the society itself
on otherwise unsuspecting entities who may
reside outside of the geographic boundaries of
that society.
While the scale of “PiC” may appear too
intimidating to grasp, consider that privacy is
expressed not only in external environments but
in internal environments as well. For example:
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within an organization or company, including
the groups and the individuals that work inside
the organization and/or for the company. These
individuals and groups, indeed this organization,
each hold concerns, convictions, assumptions,
and expectations of privacy.
Your own perception of privacy is not composed in isolation. It is established by the communities within which you live and work. It is
further shaped—consciously and subconsciously—by events, experiences, interactions,
conversations, and communications that you
observe, absorb, and/or participate in directly.
All of these factors combine to create a perception of privacy that is, beyond anything else, a
culturally driven perception. Your privacy perception is the direct result of your culture.

BECOMING A JEDI MASTER
In September 2018, I presented the keynote
address at the first summit of the Digital Advertising Alliance of Canada (DAAC), a coalition of
the leading marketing, advertising, and media
trade associations from across the country. The
DAAC board consists of Canadian business leaders who understand privacy and are committed
to effective consumer protections. Thus, the perfect audience before which to present a revealing takes on “privacy as culture.”
My presentation was entitled, “The Last Jedi:
Why the Future of Privacy Belongs to Canada.” I
used a science fiction metaphor (the “Jedi
Knights” characters from the “Star Wars” film
anthology) to tell my story: casting the Canadian
federal and provincial privacy commissioners—
along with leading professionals from across the
Canadian privacy community—as galactic warriors who represent a “new hope” to address
both the threats and opportunities in the “data
galaxy of the future.”
“The Last Jedi” advanced the thesis that
Canada’s privacy oversight model is uniquely and
exclusively qualified to become the global model
for the future; and, most especially, a model for
emerging economies to consider as they seek to
create strong privacy oversight for the first time
and in concert with their economic aspirations.
Canada’s is the only privacy oversight model
in the world that actually balances technology
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innovation and economic growth with strong privacy protections for its citizens. What’s more, the
policy approach that created this privacy oversight model is culturally authentic: as pragmatic,
deliberative, and collaborative as Canadians
themselves and as Canada itself is known to be.
The best example of this authentic pragmatism is the “digital charter,” a policy vision first
articulated by the Trudeau government in May,
2018. The Honourable Navdeep Bains, Minister
of Innovation Science and Economic Development announced this vision as, “based on
Canadian values upon which all Federal legislation will be built.” He was referring to the muchanticipated amendments to Canada’s long-standing federal privacy law, the Personal Information
Protection and Electronic Documents Act of
2000 (PIPEDA).
Rather than simply update PIPEDA with
amendments that are unilaterally oriented
toward privacy concerns, Bains described an
intention to nurture Canada’s growing IT sector.
“Innovation cannot come at the expense of privacy or security,” Bains explained, “only by innovating through trust can we grow our economy
and provide predictability for business while
ensuring that Canadians are comfortable that
their data are protected.”
Canada’s “digital charter” takes the traditional policy approach to privacy that virtually
every other nation in the world has undertaken
thus far and flips it on its head. Instead of creating a privacy law for businesses; it creates a business law for privacy! It also embeds a classically
Canadian concept—Privacy by Design—into the
law by urging businesses to build privacy into
their products and services at the outset; not
create the products first and then subsequently
retrofit the products in a costly and labor-intensive effort to comply with the law. This is PbD
codified: “baking privacy in” to the process: in
the example of IT, directly into product development and engineering. And Trudeau and Bains
have become Jedi Masters for proposing it!
The “digital charter” declares that privacy
should inspire Canadian businesses to innovate:
“Innovating through trust,” as Minister Bains
describes it. Which is precisely how privacy will
grow in the future: not as a rote compliance exercise but as a strategic imperative for business.
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KINGS OF THE WILD FRONTIER
Canada’s proactive approach—and the balanced vision that defines the proposed “digital
charter”— stands in stark contrast to the comparatively unruly, “wild west frontier” of the
United States where data is allowed to flow freely
unless or until a demonstrable consumer harm
occurs; even though it may arguably be “too
late” to adequately remedy such a harm to the
American consumer after it occurs.
As of this writing, America still lacks both an
overarching federal privacy law (e.g., a PIPEDA
equivalent) as well as a DPA that regulates privacy. Instead, the country opts to let data-driven
businesses operate largely at will, subject only
to a central consumer protection and competition authority (the Federal Trade Commission or
FTC; a “DPA proxy” of sorts) as well as under certain sectoral laws that address privacy concerns
within regulated industries (such as healthcare
and financial services) or, laws that address sensitivity (such as children’s online content) or
marketing channels (such as electronic mail or
telemarketing). The US offers a “patchwork quilt”
of individual privacy approaches that has
resulted in compliance complexity for businesses and limited privacy protections for Americans. And it continues to evolve, still. My “Last
Jedi” thesis would offend American policy-makers simply because it is pro-Canadian and
despite the fact that it is also pro-business
(which the famously de-regulatory Republican
lawmakers would customarily endorse).

THE PRIVACY IMPERIALISTS
But my thesis was (and is) bound to upset
most of all, the Europeans. For it is Europe’s
GDPR that has set the most alarm among privacy
and security professionals across major, global
industries, and even entire nations; it is the
GDPR that has consumed all of the media oxygen
and thus achieved the highest profile of any privacy regulation in recent memory; and it is the
GDPR that has generated more public awareness
on privacy than perhaps ever before.
It is through the GDPR that Europe deigns to
establish a de facto global standard for data protection: by enforcing its own regulation extraterritorially, e.g., beyond its own borders. The
GDPR’s requirements apply to any organization
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that collects, processes, stores, or shares the
personal data of individuals based in the EU.
From a regulatory standpoint, the GDPR effectively converts any data-driven business that is
located anywhere in the world—and which happens to serve EU-based customers—into a European business subject to European law. But this
would be “culturally inauthentic,” wouldn’t it? A
national/regional privacy law or regulation that
exerts control beyond its own jurisdiction?
Europe seems to be ignoring that privacy is
fundamentally a product of culture. Such culture
becomes stretched beyond legitimate application—beyond credulity—when it is “forced”
upon businesses and economies other than its
own. Yet in another ironic twist, Europe is denying its own roots in favor of, dare I say, a form of
“privacy imperialism.” No better example exists
than the European data protection model itself!
This demonstrate the very concept of “privacy is
culture.” So why is not Europe aware of its own
cultural identity and thus of the geographic limitations of a culturally-derived privacy approach?
The European Union Data Protection Directive (95/46/EC) first established the framework
for European privacy in 1995. This was solidified
with the introduction, in May 2018, of the GDPR,
the first Pan-European privacy regulation ever to
be enacted. Both the framework and the regulation are the undeniable, almost predictable outcome of decades of information abuses
committed by dictatorial political regimes and
oppressive governments across Eastern Europe
and which occurred in the Post-World-War-II Era
(1946–1995). In subsequent years, Europeans
reflected deeply on this cultural history and concluded that vigorous information protections
must be established to ensure the safety, freedom, and human rights of all Europeans. “Privacy
as a fundamental human right” is a concept fundamental to European data protection because it
is fundamental to European history and culture.
This law (The Directive) and regulation
(GDPR) illustrate, like no other, that remedies to
privacy violations are crafted from a culturallyspecific history and according to anxieties unique
to that culture. While the European data protection approach is often emulated—most notably
by the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA),
a new US state privacy law which goes into effect
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in 2020—this is driven purely by structural imitation. The example of CCPA seems especially
inauthentic because neither California nor the
United States has ever endured precisely the
same information abuses that nearly ripped
apart Europe and which European law was specifically created to address.

FROM PRINCIPAL ENGINEER TO
PRINCIPLES-ENGINEER
“So where do I fit in all of this,” you may well
ask yourself, “If I become a “Jedi Master” who
recognizes “privacy is culture” with its attendant
opportunities and limitations. . . Am I then
expected to “master” all of the various, global
laws and regulations that apply to data-driven
businesses such as my own?”
These are fair questions to ask. The good
news is: you need not know the privacy laws and
regulations with the thoroughness of say, a legal
expert or attorney. But you would be well
advised to know the basic requirements. Most
important are these considerations: first, to
understand and to action PbD as a concept; second, to follow commonly-accepted privacy principles in your engineering work; and, third, to
fully acclimate yourself with the key public attitudes and perceptions of privacy as an issue.
Before you, as the principal engineer, spec a
concept, develop a prototype, or create and test
a product; before PbD even happens, you must
consider not legal particulars but rather, the privacy perspectives of yourself and of those
around you. Ask yourself these questions: what
does privacy mean in the work that I do? How
can I directly affect better privacy outcomes?
What are the privacy expectations of my customers? Is my organization aligned to these expectations? How does my own community, my
country as a whole, view this issue and how
does that compare to other cultures?
Note that none of these are per se “legal questions.” Yet they go straight to the practical realities of working with data and understanding
where, when, how, and why privacy comes into
play. What’s more, if you “peel away” the outer
veneer of most privacy laws and regulations you
will reveal the underlying privacy principles that
informed these laws and regulations to begin
with. These principles were determined by the
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nation of legal authorship. They are the primary
artifacts of the originating culture!
Consider these examples: the Canadian
Standards Association Model Code became the
fundamental basis of PIPEDA. To further build
on this, the Canadian Institute of Chartered
Accountants collaborated with the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants to create the “Generally Accepted Privacy Principles”
framework. Even more prominent are the global
privacy principles advanced by the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) and the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC). Notably, both the OECD and APEC
are coalitions not of nations but of member
economies. Just as with the Canadian “digital
charter” referenced earlier, these initiatives are
focused on achieving balance between economic
growth and privacy protection.
Most importantly for the IT, digital media, and
electronics industries, these codes and frameworks offer clear, literate guidance for sensible
practices that any engineer can undertake. They
describe the privacy principles of purpose, limitation, notice, consent, access, quality, security,
and accountability, among other core concepts.
They offer an available and highly useful path for
engineers to take in ensuring better privacy in
the products they develop, test, and deploy.

GENTLEMEN AND LADIES, “START
YOUR ENGINEERING!”
With a basic understanding of privacy as culture, your core privacy principles in hand, and
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PbD as your operational model, you are now
equipped to embark on a real privacy engineering journey! Electronics products are the most
commonly available data interfaces for consumers today. You, as the engineer, hold an enormous responsibility to get privacy right. But you
are not alone. And if you are Canadian, you
already know how to approach such challenges
with characteristic deliberation, collaboration,
and thoughtfulness as well as with a great sense
of respect and courtesy to the customer. You
live your culture of privacy. And your privacy
engineering systems are GO!
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